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Wednesday, May 13, 1959 -

NEXT
MEETING:
.
..

SeattJ.e Chapter -

MEETING PLACE:

Walker-Ames Room, Jrd Floor Parrington Hall
University of Washington Campus

8:00 P.M.

DR. CHARLES BORDEN,, Archaeologist, Uliversity of Briti~h Columbia, was guest
speaker at the special meeting of the Seattle Chapter held on M~ch 30th.His lecture was on "Archaeological. Sequences of the Fraser Delta and Their
Meanings in Northwest Prehistory~ n and was accompanied by a number of excellent
slides. A summary of his remarks will appear in a forthcoming issue of the
Archaeologist.

12TH ANNUAL MORTHHEST ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONF-ILENCE

April 17 and 18, 1959 (Friday and Saturday) the conference will be held at
Portland State College,, Portland, Oregon. Members who plan to attend may
obtain further infonnation regarding the program or accommodations by calling
Charles G. Nelson, EA 3-7215.

11 TEBIWA"

"

- NEV{ JOURNAL EDITED BY EARL SWANSON

Tebiwa - The Journal of the Idaho State College Museum, Vol. II, No. 1,
. .edited. by Earl Swanson, is · now available. Copies may be obtained by or.daring
from the College Book Store, Idaho State College, Pocatello, Idaho. The cost
is $1.50 per issue.
The W-A-S has been sent a copy of this journal 'Which ex> ntains papers in
northwest anthropology written by Donald R. Tuohy, Claude N. Warren, Alan R.
Bryan, and B. Robert Butler• Individuals interested in submitting papers for
publication in the journal should send them :t0 Earl Swanson, Ida.ho State College
Museum, Idaho State College, Pocatello, Idaho.
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* 'IWINED BASKETRY

TVlANA

Delmar Nordquist
The problem was suggested by Dr. Erna Gunther and carried out under the auspices
of the Washington State :Museum. In its conception it was a study of design and
technology. However, it became involved in more significant problems, some which
cannot be answered vdth definition,, but which create intriguing speculation.
~ong the latter were the diffusion of the basket type and reasons for the varied
bottom types. '.fhe implications are that marriage customs, tra~, and even slave
ownership may have had some bearing on the diversity of techniques revealed4'

•

The Twana used two-strand and three-strand twining. The latter was used as demarcations between the bottom and the sides of the baskets,, and between tre sides
and the finished edge. The decoration was overlay with cedar bark and momtain
grass.
The designs of Twana were few, but with many variations. Basic ones were cal.led
"boxes-" "salmon-gills, 11 "crovrt s shells, n "rope," "thunder," and "flounder-beds. n
It would appear that these names have sig~ificance only as a verbalisb among the
weavers and little more. Some consistence was noted in the designation of
"salmon-gills" and "flying-geese." The same basic motif was used in both, but
the only apparent difference was found in the arrangement of the former in zigzags and the latter in bands of diagonal placement. Decoration was a prime
factor in the evolution of the Twana twined basket from one of simple utilitarian
use to that of an aesthetic creation. Certainly, the designs were irapartant ~o
the maker's esteem as a basket virtuoso.
.Among the twined basketa examined in the study it became quite apparent that
certain formal elements were rather static, some comparatively so, and others
not at a.n. or the former the dimension and shape remained constant in most
baskets, e.g., the diameter of finished baskets was tho same as the height. The ·
decorations were moderately consist.ant by reason of their repeated design ~otifs,
but varied as to use and embellishment. The bottoms were mostly free in technique for examples of all types of baskets applicable to the materials were
used. These included nine different styles and variations. EXamples were the
checker, twill, cross-knot, and one type similar to clam-basket lattice work.
Differences occurred based on the placement of the foundation of the basket
upon commencing the twining of the bottom. It is noteworthy that these in.consistences did not enter into tl:.e body of the basket.
The problem of varied tech.l'lique~ US·~4 f9r bottoms gave evidenc~ of a broad
knowledge of techniques (even those seldom used by the local artisans) and the
like~ihood of women wh9 married into .t he Twana communities using techniques they
knew. This latter pc;jssibility is increased when marriage patterns are known.
Women usually crune froin the Klallam, Chehalis, Suquamish, ·and western Nisqua.lly•
Thus, the Twana practiced endogamy and patr.jJ.oca.l residence. This pattern being
common among mos.t groups ~ the area gave rise to chances of the diffusion of
the Twana baske ~ style to .othe:r centers in which TWana women might go upon
marrying an outsider. Elecept for tbe . ~egion of .tlE Nisqually at Shelton, some
indications among the Chehalis and Quinault,, nothi!ig more was discovered to
indicate a spread of the Tw~ style t?f design •.

* Twana

and Skokomish are synonymous.

•
•

•

•
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-3TWANA TVVINED BASKET BORDER DESIGNS

The four representations are those most commonly fo.u nd on the borders · of
Twana baskets. This does not preclude their being used in the design, but
the larger number of baskets made terminate in a .row of them at the top.

A.

DOG

Be

WOLF OR HORSE~}

c.

HELL-DIVER

D.

MOUNTAIN GOAT

*

The horse was given the name
nwoli'" in most Puget Sound Salish
dialects.

The drawing at the lower left represents a typical basket with border and
body design. That on the body of the representation is the nsalmon-gills."
The ·twined basket was used -00 store clothes and household articles. The loops
along the edge weru used in tying tre contents into the basket so it could be
stacked and stored within the home.
·
The tvrl.ned basket was primarily utilitarian until its Twana florescence.
At t he present time it is made almost solely for sale. The comparative value
of t he bard-coiled basket 1Jyas considerably more than the twined in early times . . ·
The former was described as worth a slave or a coitve

Twana (Skokomish) Basketry was the topic discussed by Mr. Delmar Nordquist
at the Maren meeting of tfu Seatt)_e .Chapter. This brief sunnnary of his remarks
and the drawings were prepared by ' Mr~ Nordquist.
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Review of Bruce Stallard, "The Archaeology of Washington."
Conservation, OlJ11D.pia, 1958.

APRIL 1959
Department of'

Those interested in the archaeology of the Pacific Northwest have eagerly
awaited a SUIIDnary and synthesis of the archaeological findings to date. The
title of this brochure and the opening paragraph of the text lead one to think
that perhaps such a work has appeared. This, unfortunately, is not the case.
The author begins by discussing the contributions of various fields of learning (geology,, paleontology, paleobota.ny,, chemistry and physics) to the field
of archaeology.
He then proceeds to a discussion of the fields of anthropology, physical
anthropology, linguistics, ethnography, and lastly archaeology. In this discussion many linguists will be surprised to learn that, "The anthropologist
who is a linguist is one who studies unwritten languages." Also, if one ·
assumes that the field of ethnology is included with the term etlmography1 one
still finds that the field of social anthropology has been omitted. If it be
deemed necessary to explain anthropology and its fields, one wonders at the
failure to mention this specialty in view of the historical formulations of
such workers at Eggan.
The author next treats of the history of archaeolog;Lcal field work in
Washington. He points out that the pursuit of salvage programs for dam construction has caused the river valleys to be worked intensively to the neglect
of other areas. He does not mention highway salvage '\"rork nor pipeline salvage
work, both of which do provide the archaeologist with access to areas other
than river bottoms.

•
r

In the next section entitled, ":Evidence of Early Hunters and their Migrations,11
Stallard reassigns Osbornets•rnalles Point" (Osborne., 19.56., p. 41) tC? the
Folsom type rather than the Clovis type to which it is assigned by Osborne and
Krieger. This would, in fact, provide . the state of Wa~hington with its first
Folsom point, and more, vvould extend the knovm range of that point type far
outs'i de the area where it is known to occur, "VIhile such circumstance would
not preclude its being a Folsom point it should lend one caution in summarily
making such a reclassification.
The points illustrated in this section appe~r to be type-specimens and not
those which occurred within the state. This is unfortunate an.co tre Lind
.Coulee material discussed in the same section is so admirably presented.
.

.

The author proceeds to a d;tscussion of archaeology of ·"Later Times." The
presentation of material in Western Washington is overly sketchy and centers
· around considerations of burial forms and features encountered rather than
stratigraphies developed at· such sites as cattle Point (Ici.ng, 19.50), the
Whalen site (Borden, 19.50}, and others. .
In the material presented for the archaeology of later times in Eastern
Washington there is unfortunately a serious error. In his introduction on
"Later Times" and again in his- presentation of T~akemap mound the author states
that there is one Carbon 14 date for .this period from the state. This is the
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Strong, Schenck & Steward's
Stratigraphy

Caldwell's Stratigrapb;J

Butler's Stratigraphy
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1080 B.P. date for rrakemap which is then discarded in favor of an earlier
2000 - 2500 year estimate for the age of Wakemap mound.
•

.

I

In view of the diversity of sources bearing on the ".iakemap problem the reviewer · feels some justification in presenting lists of carbon 14 dates published for the mound,, (Table I) and, since the carbon 14 dates are associated
with stratigraphy developed by Caldwell, .correlation of stratigraphic sequences
developed by previous excavators iB included. (Table II) It should"be noted
that"Strong, Schenck, & steward•s Udamp dark layer" (Strong, Schenck, & steward_,
1930, · p. 3S) and Butler's "dark pebbly matrix" (Butler,, Personal Communication,
1959)* are included in Caldwell•s strata "A"•

Stallard asserts that Wakemap mound did not provide evidence of invasion by an
outside group. This statement may appear dubious to those with some familiarity yd th materials from the area, for the material from the mound appe~s to
differ from that obtained elsewhere in the vicinity and may well represent the
influx of an exotic group.

•

Additionally, the lowest member appearing in the ·s ite, .Butlerts "dark pebbly
matrix" or Strong, Schenck, and Steward•s "damp black layern contained worked
chips and fish bones. Butler states tha. t fish bones formed the greatest
amount of material obtained from this strata and the proportion obtained from
this strata exceeded that from any higher strata. (Butler,_ Personal Communication_, 1959) While this is not consistent with Stallard·•s theory of a dietary
change from hunting to fishing, the weight of nunbers and consistency of the
carbon 14 dates, combined with evidence from other sites of much older utilization of fish, indicate that any such areal shift in economy would have predated the depositions at Wakemap mound.
The report is completed wi tjl very brief sections on petroglyphs., native art, and
stone tools, and a concluding section which makes a plea for conservation of
archaeological resources. Certainly one cannot but join with Mr. Stallard in
deploring the wholesale destruction of sites by indiscriminate digging.
The bibliography is extensive, but by no means exhaustive.
to the destruction of sites form a useful appendix.

Laws pertaining

Some of the captions for illustrations are misleading. Figure 3 certainly will
be interpreted to say that elbou pipes came into the state with the overlay of
Plains cUlture and.that tubular pipes were manufactured prior to this. Elbow
pipes appear, however; at sufficient depth to predate the real influx of Plains
culture (Butler, 1957, p. 165). Figure 21 is captioned, nunworked river cobble
that was used as a pestle••·•"• This type of pestle is indeed widespread in the
area and very.. plentiful, but it certainly is not unworked. .An examination of
this type will reveal tha. t it is worked, although it is not given more complex
shapes of the other types illustrated, and often it shows the pecked surfaces
which are usually ground off on the other types illustrated. one oould infer
from other evidence that this type was used for entirely different purposes
than the other types illustrated.
The reviewer feels that such considerations as style of writing properly lie
outside the r ea.lm of treatment in revi9W's of this sort but archa. eologists and
laymen alike will deplore the neglect to cite sources for statements made in
the text. This robs the bibliography, and the report as a whole, of usefulness.
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This work appears to be aimed chiefly at the lay reader, and works for general
public consumption have been, and still are, needed,, but it ±s most unfortunate
that such works should contain major inaccuracies or omissions for the lay
reader cannot, like the archaeologist, be expected to evaluate the material
presented.
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*
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45KT6, AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE OF THE MIDDLE COLUMBIA

{Abstract of paP3r read at 11th Northwest .Anthropological Conference)

·.

Site 45KT6 is an open site situated on a bench above the ColumbiB. River about
8 miles south of ·vantage, on the riverts west bank. Thus it lies in the arid
upper Sonoran Life Zone. Geologica1ly it is· on, and surrounded by, the extensive lava flows of the Columbia lava Plateau. The site occupies the major portion of a bench which runs along the river for some 1000 feet and extends back
about a:>o feet from. the stream •

•
This site was selected· as the f:irst excavation for the ne"V1ly-formed \Vashjngton
Archaeological Society, whose members dug there during the summer of 1957. The
artifacts and data gained from this initial period of excavation have been
analyzed and published in a preliminary repo1~. The Society 'Will continue the
excavation during the summer of 1958.
The excavation consisted of a 100-foot trench, ten feet wide, dug to a varying
depth of four to seven feet; as determined by a bottom of hard-pan. From the
evidence of . the initial excavation, it appears that there are two main levels
of the occurrence of artifacts; one from the surface to an approximate depth of
12 inches, ~d the other from an approximate depth of 30 to 48 inches. The two
levels are separated by a relatively sterile area of river silts, which contains
few redeposited· specimens and ash.
·
There appears to be little cultural differences between the two artifact-bearing
levels, except for the exclusive occurrence of European goods and small projectile points in the upper level.
The trench yielded large quantities of stone projectile points, scrapers,
gravers, drills, blades, and bone needles, wedges and harpoon fragments. out-·
standing was the frequent occurrence of projectile points with expanding stems,
barbed shoulders, and no.tched bases (Columbia Jewel Points). Pending further
investigation, Site 45KT6 appears to represent a cainpsite of peoples primarily
interested in hilnting, who devoted a minor amount of time to fishing and shellfish collecting.
INDIAN \"JELL I .AND SPECULATIONS ON AN

om

CORDILLERAN CULTURE BASE

B. Robert :sutler
University of Washington
(Abstract of paper read at 11th Northwest Anthropological Conference)

•

The earliest component of the Indian well site on the Washington shore of the
Dalles Reservoil: is characterized by an exclusively leaf-shaped po:int and blade tradition or complex. There are apparently similar traditions or complexes,,
such as the Lerma complex of Northeastern Mexico and Texas, distributed along
the cordilleras of the New World. These complexes together with simil.ar Ones
from the Dalles Reservoir maybe manifestations of a common cuJ.tural base, an
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old cordilleran cultural base. The relationship of these complexes to one
another is difficult to demonstrate for a nmnber of reasons: 1) the generalized
nature of the diagnostic traits; 2) the paucity of archaeological data; 3) the
variability of the manner in v1hich the complexes are described.
The Old Cordilleran cultural base is-a logical scheme which purports to relate
the generalized leaf point and blade complexes to one another and to show their
relationship to the Desert Culture base.

SPECULATIONS OH l\IORTHrIBST PREHISTORY

.

I

L. s. · cressman
Uhiversity of Oregon
(Abstract of Dr. Cressmants paper read by John Wells at 11th Northwest
Anthropological Confer~nce)
During the course of systematic field research in the Great Basin, three
questions repeatedly presented themselves: 1) From where did the original
Great Basin population come; 2) what happened to it during the r:,Teat climatic
and ecological changes of the post-Pleistoc~ne; 3) where did the migrants and
refugees go 'Who might have been forced out of the Great Basin? Relatively
recent lvork to the north in the Columbia Basin., in British Columbia,, and in the
Aleutians and along the .Arctic Coast has begi.m to give us a picture of postPleistocene distributions in depth. I therefor~ propose a· theory of No~thwest
prehistory based on the evidence of archaeology,, ethnology, linguistics, and
ecology.
PROBLEMS AND FROSPECTS OF NORTHrIEST .AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY

Robert E. Greengo
University of Washington
(Abstract of paper read at 11th Northwest Anthropological Conference)
For purposes of this paper two axes,, the latitude of the mouth of the Columbia
River and the Coast Range, will be used to make a fourfold division of the Northwest: North Coast,, South Coast, Marth Plateau and South Plateau.
The culture history of arry large region may be worked out in terms of two·major
levels of interpretation. A first requirement is that space-time systems, on
various scales,, must be established. Implicit in the first interpretive operation is the second requirement vlhich may be called historical integration. Within
the above geographical divisions our first requirement is partially fulfilled on
the North Coast and in the South Plateau, while space-time systems are essentially non-existent in the other divisions. Thus, with half of the region virtually
undocumented archaeologicaJ.ly, attempts at historical integration mus~ be
extremely tentative. ·observations of the· current state of the re.g ional ·c ulture
history, on both levels . of interpretation, are of*'ered from a point of' view of
one whose previous work has b~en largely outsi,de of ~he region.
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